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Building a Funk Groove
Goal: To teach students how to create a harmonically and 
rhythmically repetitive funk comping-groove that follows a 
basic blues form.

What will you learn?: 
Students will learn 2 ways to comp under a funky blues  
form using some conventional funk-comping concepts,  
such as repetitive rhythmic ideas, specific upper extensions to 
use, establishing a groove with the rhythm section, and adding 
basslines and fills.

Practice Plan (20-30 minutes per day)

Monday: Watch the Introduction. Then watch the next chapter which presents a  
  step-by-step explanation of how to build a drum groove. Practice listening to  
  the isolated drums of the drum kit and clapping those rhythms along with a  
  metronome and the jam tracks.

Tuesday:  Watch the next chapter which shows you how to build the bass groove by 
  playing notes which outline the chord changes. Practice playing the bassline  
  groove with a metronome and in time with the jam track.

Wednesday:  Review the material above and practice playing the bass line with your left   
  hand in time with the jam track.  Focus on establishing a steady, consistent  
  sense of time and groove. 
Thursday:  Watch the next chapter which shows you how to play the clavinet groove,   
  which is layered over the drum and bass parts. Focus on learning the left hand  
  part first, playing with your metronome and then along with the jam track.

Friday :  Now focus on learning the right hand part, playing with your metronome and  
  along with the jam track.Begin slowly putting hands together.

Saturday :  Practice playing the entire clavinet groove hands together. Work slowly, use  
  your metronome, and eventually use the jam tracks. A good idea might be   
  to play the clavinet groove with just the drum track no bass, then just the bass  
  track (no drums), and then the full jam track.

Sunday :  Review all of the above.

Topics to be discussed:
Establishing groove,  
playing in the rhythm  
section;
Comping;
Basslines and fills;
#9 voicings on dominant 
chords;
Blues form


